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Abstract
In this work, we propose a dynamic graphical model as a tool for Bayesian inference
and forecasting in dynamic systems described by a series which is dependent on a state
vector evolving according to a Markovian law. We build sequential algorithms for the
probabilities propagation. This sequentiality turns out to be represented by the dynamic
graphical structure after carrying out several goal-oriented sequential graphical trans-
formations. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The main aim of this paper is to emphasize the importance of graphical
modeling because it allows us to generalize classical statistical models, as dy-
namic linear models (DLMs).
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Graphical modeling is a multivariate analysis technique used to model
systems described by a set of variables and a set of conditional dependencies
and independencies among these variables [7,13]. These dependence relation-
ships are encoded by undirected graphs, directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) or
chain graphs (graphs admitting both directed and undirected edges with no
directed cycles). Graphical models based on undirected graphs or DAGs are
also called Markov networks or Bayesian networks, respectively. Graphical
models based on chain graphs [11] generalize both Markov and Bayesian
networks.
Graphical modeling has been widely developed to model static domains but
its properties also make it useful in dynamic domains evolving over time. On
the other hand, dynamic linear modeling is a well-known technique used in
time series analysis [12].
In this paper we propose a dynamic graphical model as a tool for Bayesian
inference and forecasting in dynamic systems described by a series which is
dependent on a state vector evolving over time according to a Markovian law.
Reasons for adopting graphical modeling include:
(i) we can focus the model specification on selecting a set of describing vari-
ables and a set of independence relationships among them without the need
to assume additional hypotheses as linearity or normality;
(ii) it allows us to distinguish the qualitative description of independencies
(by a graph) from the quantitative description (by a joint probability distri-
bution factorized in adequate conditional probability distributions);
(iii) we can model time implicitly without the necessity of including a vari-
able representing time, which is a parameter in the description of the state
of the dynamic system; and
(iv) to build sequential algorithms, both exact and approximate, to infer and
forecast the states of the variables of interest in the system.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we review DLMs and in
Section 3 we introduce the concept of dynamic graphical model, which is a
generalization of the classical model. An example based on daily rainfall is used
to illustrate the specification of the model. In Section 4, we describe the se-
quential procedures for inference and forecasting in the proposed graphical
model. These procedures are used in the daily rainfall example. In Section 5 we
show that after some graphical transformations the dynamic graphical struc-
ture represents the sequentiality of the procedures described in the preceding
section. Finally, Section 6 contains summary remarks.
2. Dynamic linear models
We are concerned with modeling and forecasting multivariate time series of
observations deriving from a system of interest. Thus, we consider a sequential
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approach which focuses attention on statements about the future development
of the time series, conditional on existing information. These statements are
derived from a representation of the relevant information obtained by struc-
turing the beliefs of the forecaster in terms of a parametric model fYt; htg; ht
being the parameter vector at time t.
As it can be seen in [12], a well-suited model for this kind of system is the
DLM, which is defined by the following assumptions:
(A1) Observation assumption: 8t; Yt ? fYs j s 6 tg [ fhs j s 6 tg j htP ;
(A2) State assumption: 8t; ht ? fhs j s < t ÿ 1g j htÿ1P ;
where X ? Y j ZP  means ‘‘X is conditionally independent of Y given Z under
the probabilistic model P ’’. Assumption (A1) states that the distribution of Yt
is assumed to depend only on ht and, given ht;Yt and Ys are independent,
8t 6 s. Assumption (A2) states that, given the history of the parameter vector
up to time t ÿ 1; ht depends only on the previous htÿ1.
Specific DLMs are defined by parameterizing P Yt j ht and Pht j htÿ1. The
formulation of the model is usually given by the following equations [12],
which provide the probability distributions of ht and Yt:
(i) Observation equation: Yt  F0tht  vt; vt  N0;Vt; where Ft is the regres-
sion matrix of the independent variables and vt is the observation error at
time t.
(ii) Evolution equation: ht  Gthtÿ1  wt;wt  N0;Wt; where Gt is the evo-
lution matrix and wt is the evolution error at time t.
(iii) Initial information: h0 j D0  Nm0;C0. This component is the probabi-
listic representation of the forecaster’s beliefs at time t  0 given the infor-
mation at this time, D0.
The observation error sequence fvtgt2T and the evolution error sequence
fwtgt2T are independent, mutually independent and independent of h0 j D0.
The parameters Ft and Gt are assumed to be given by the modeller for all t
in accordance with some model design principles. The evolution variance
matrix Wt is also chosen by the modeller, usually applying discount factors.
However, the observation variance Vt, is often unknown, then appropriate
Bayesian procedures are used. Details about this model specification can be
found in [12].
In this context, it is interesting to consider three main tasks, which provide
information about the system evolution. Hereafter, Dt denotes the information
set fD0;Y1; . . . ;Ytg  fDtÿ1;Ytg:
(i) Prior at t: build the probability distribution of ht, given the information
retrieved in Dtÿ1. It will be denoted by ht j Dtÿ1;
(ii) One-step forecast: build the probability distribution of Yt j Dtÿ1;
(iii) Posterior at t: build the probability distribution of ht j Dt.
Note that the model need not be defined in terms of the equations above.
The normality of the errors or the model linearity are not crucial assumptions.
A rather more general framework can be considered, specifying the model via
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observation assumption (A1) and state assumption (A2), exclusively. There-
fore, graphical modeling, which allows us to emphasize these kind of inde-
pendence features, plays an important role in such applications. Furthermore,
the standard DLM will be a special case of this model formulation.
3. Dynamic graphical models and graphical DLM
Graphical modeling consists of specifying:
(i) a set of random variables which describes the domain of interest;
(ii) independence and dependence relationships among these variables and a
graph representing them;
(iii) a joint probability function which encodes the independence relation-
ships depicted in the graph (see [2]).
To develop these tasks we provide the general definition of a dynamic
graphical model and build a particular dynamic graphical model for the DLM.
3.1. Selecting variables
In general, the description of changes over time in the state of a certain
system and/or its components can be expressed by a stochastic process fZtgt2T ,
with Zt  Z1t ; . . . ;Znt . In the DLM the system is described by two types of
variables: variables forming the signal process, that constitute the observable
part of the model and denoted by fYtgt2T ; and the sequence formed by the state
vectors denoted by fhtgt2T , which constitutes the non-observable part of the
model. Thus, the set of the model variables is fZtgt2T  fYtgt2T [ fhtgt2T .
Note that no variables are assigned to evolution errors and observation
errors. This kind of information can be embedded in the conditional proba-
bility distributions, as we remark in Section 3.3.
3.2. Dependence relationships
Firstly, we define the concept of graphical structure associated with a sto-
chastic process (see [8]). Let G  V ;E denote a graph with a set of vertices V
and a set of links of ordered pairs of distinct vertices E  V  V .
Definition 3.2.1 (Graphical structure). Let fZtgt2T be a stochastic process,
Zt  Z1t ; . . . ; Znt , defined on a measurable space (X;F and describing the
changes in the state of a certain dynamic system over time. A graphical
structure associated with fZtgt2T , denoted by GfZtgt2T , is a sequence of graphs:
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GfZtgt2T  Gt [
[
k<t
Gkt
 !( )
t2T
;
where Gt  Zt;Et is a chain graph, 8t 2 T , and Gkt  Zk [ Zt;Ekt is a DAG,
8k; t 2 T ; k < t.
The chain graph depicts contemporary relationships among the random
variables at time, t; 8t. The DAG collects non-contemporary relationships
among variables at time k and variables at time t, 8k; t 2 T ; k < t. Edges in
Ekt are arrows from variables in Zk to variables in Zt, reflecting time evolution.
Thus, the chain graphs sequence stands for the qualitative description of the
system state at every observation time point and the DAGs sequence stands
for the qualitative description of the dependencies among variables over
time.
In this graphical structure there is an implicit representation of time by
means of the index t 2 T and the arrows in fGktgk;t2T ;k<t.
To build the graphical structure for the DLM according to the above def-
inition, two sets of conditional dependency relationships are considered:
(i) contemporary dependency relationships, which are those established
among the model variables at a time point;
(ii) non-contemporary dependency relationships, which are those established
among the variables at dierent time points.
There are three types of dependencies to consider: (i) dependencies between
Yt and ht; 8t; (ii) Markovian behavior of fhtgt2T ; and, (iii) conditional inde-
pendence between Yt and fYs; hsgs 6t, given ht. Thus, given the cause–eect
relationship between Yt and ht, contemporary relationship between these two
variables will be represented by an edge from ht to Yt.
Considering the initial time t  0, the state of h0 is determined by the system
information at this time. This information is retrieved in D0 and their rela-
tionship will be depicted by an edge from D0 to h0.
At each time t, Yt only depends on ht and, therefore, Yt is independent of the
remaining model variables, given ht. Thus, in the graphical structure there will
not exist edges between Yt and any variable at any time s 6 t. Moreover, the
state vector evolution has a Markovian behavior and, therefore, non-con-
temporary dependence relationships among state vectors are depicted by di-
rected arcs from nodes at time t ÿ 1 to nodes at time t, 8t.
Fig. 1 shows the graphical structure of the dynamic model from the initial
time to the current time. This graphical structure could be refined if indepen-
dence relationships among the components of state vectors and among the Yt
components were known. This graphical representation of the DLM allows to
emphasize the substantive features of the model, namely, the independencies
among the variables.
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Therefore, the graphical structure for the graphical DLM is given by:
Gt  fht;Ytg; fht ! Ytg 8t > 0;
Gkt  fhk;Yk; ht;Ytg; ; whenever k 6 t ÿ 1;
Gtÿ1t  fhtÿ1;Ytÿ1; ht;Ytg; fhtÿ1 ! htg 8t > 1;
and the initial conditions:
G0  fh0;D0g; fD0 ! h0g;
G01  fh0; h1;Y1g; fh0 ! h1g:
3.3. Conditional probability distributions
Firstly, we define a dynamic graphical model (see [8]).
Definition 3.3.1 (Dynamic graphical model). Let us consider a dynamic system
described by a stochastic process fZtgt2T ; Zt  Z1t ; . . . ; Znt . A dynamic
graphical model is a triplet fZtgt2T ;GfZtgt2T ; fP0tgt2T
ÿ 
, where
(i) GfZtgt2T is a graphical structure associated with fZtgt2T , and
(ii)fP0tgt2T is a sequence of probability measures such that P0t satisfies the
global chain Markov property relative to G0t; 8t 2 T , where
G0t 
[
k6 t
Gk [
[
s<k
Gsk
 !" #
i.e., for any triplet A;B; S of disjoint subsets of fZis j 16 i6 n; s6 tg such that
S separates A from B in G0tAnA[B[S m, the moral graph of the smallest ancestral
set containing A [ B [ S, then A ? B j SP0t holds.
Remark 3.3.2. Note that Definition 3.3.1 uses the following concepts. Given
G  V ;E, a is an ancestor of b if there exists a sequence a  a0; . . . ; an  b of
distinct vertices such that aiÿ1; ai 2 E, for all i  1; . . . ; n. AnB denotes the
Fig. 1. Graphical structure associated with the graphical DLM.
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set of ancestors of nodes in B. In an undirected graph, for disjoint sets of
vertices A;B and C, if there is no path from a variable x 2 A to a variable y 2 B
that does not include some variable in C, then A and B are said to be separated
by C. Finally, in a chain graph G, a complex is an induced subgraph with the
following form: x! v1—   —vn  y n P 1. A complex is moralized by
adding the undirected edge x—y. The moral graph Gm is the undirected graph
formed by moralizing all complexes in G and then replacing all directed edges
with undirected edges. For theoretical details about chain graphs, see [4,11].
If t is fixed, the chain graph G0t summarizes all possible influences from the
past to the current time. This graph is associated with a probability measure P0t
which encodes the independences represented by the graph topology.
In the graphical DLM being considered, the following distributions must be
provided:
(i) probability distribution of the initial state: P0h0 j D0;
(ii) transition probability distribution associated with state vectors, for all
t > 0 : Ptht j htÿ1;
(iii) conditional probability distribution of the signal process at time t, given
the state vector at the same time: PtYt j ht.
These probability distributions (mass functions or density functions) in-
clude, as a particular case, normality hypotheses in the DLM (for instance, the
relationship between Yt and ht in the observation equation Yt  F0tht  vt; vt
 N0;Vt can be quantified by the density Yt j ht  N F0tht;Vt). Under these
conditions, the triplet fZtgt2T ;GfZtgt2T ; fP0tgt2T
ÿ 
, where
P0tZ0; . . . ;Zt j D0  P0h0 j D0
Yt
s1
PsYs j hsPshs j hsÿ1;
is a dynamic graphical model because, as P0t factorizes according to G0t; P0t
satisfies the global chain Markov property relative to G0t.
As in the linear case, model specification is assumed to be given by an ex-
pert, even though it can also be learnt from data. Selecting graphical models
from data consists of finding the graphical structure and its associated joint
probability distribution which best fit the data. There are approaches that
combine a search algorithm with a (Bayesian) scoring metric to simultaneously
select the graph and the probabilities.
Bayesian model selection amounts to searching the graphical structure with
high posterior probabilities P Gh j S / P S j GhP Gh, where Gh denotes the
hypothesis that the data S are generated by G. Furthermore, in dynamic do-
mains with hidden variables some approximate technique, which provides
values for hidden variables in order to complete the sample, is required. Details
about learning dynamic graphical models from data can be found in [6].
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3.4. Example
To illustrate the specification of the model, we consider an example based on
the problem of modeling the occurrence of rainfall. Understanding the sto-
chastic structure of rainfall is clearly important. We simulate a case presented
in [9] where models for a binary sequence of dry and wet days are considered.
Let fYtgt P 1 be the observable process representing rainfall occurrence, where
Yt  0 if it did not rain on day t;1 if it did;

and let fhtgt P 1 be the hidden Markov chain component of the model, where
ht  0 high pressure on day t;1 low pressure on day t:

Considering the graphical model and assuming all months have 30 days, we
draw a random sample of size T  360 100 of the observable variables to
obtain daily data of 100 years, fYtgTt1.
The Markov chain has been simulated with the transition probabilities
shown in Table 1. The last row shows the stationary probability distribution
for every season. For instance, pX1  0:333; 0:667 indicates that there is about
33.33% of high pressured days in winter. We start with h0  0 and being t  1
1st December.
The observable process is drawn from the conditional probability distribu-
tion shown in Table 2. Its stationary probability distributions are shown in
Table 3, where
Table 1
Transition probability matrices
Ptht j htÿ1
Dec, Jan, Feb Mar, Apr, May Jun, Jul, Aug Sep, Oct, Nov
0:6 0:4
0:2 0:8
 
0:7 0:3
0:3 0:7
 
0:9 0:1
0:5 0:5
 
0:6 0:4
0:4 0:6
 
pX1  0:333; 0:667 pX2  0:5; 0:5 pX3  0:833; 0:167 pX4  0:5; 0:5
Table 2
Conditional probability distributions PtYt j ht of the observable process
ht Yt
0 1
0 0.7 0.3
1 0.2 0.8
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pYi Yt  0 
X
Xt
P Yt  0 j XtpXi Xt; i  1; 2; 3; 4:
Therefore, we consider a series that exhibits marked seasonal behavior re-
maining unchanged over the years. The probability of rain is greater in winter
than it is in summer. The series presents short-term persistence, that is, the
conditional probability that a wet day will be followed by a wet day is higher
than the conditional probability that a dry day will be followed by a wet day.
Furthermore, there exists a strong dependence between the non-observable and
the observable process.
Our main goal, when modeling this kind of series, is to predict the number
of daily rainfall in some period of time, for example, by season. If we assume a
strong dependence between ht and Yt, we can use the sample data to give initial
values of the transition probabilities for the graphical model using relative
frequencies. For each day i  1; . . . ; 360, we compute the number of times that
a day iÿ 1 was dry and the day i was wet NDWi and the number of times
that a day iÿ 1 was wet and the day i dry NWDi. Then, we calculate
p^DWi  NDWiNDi ; p^WDi 
NWDi
NWi ;
where NDi and NWi stand for the number of times that the day iÿ 1 was
dry and wet, respectively.
We have two sequences of frequencies of size 360, which reflect constant
trend in every season as it is shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
Computing the term of the trend by season we obtain the initial transition
matrices, shown in Table 4. Concerning the probability distribution at initial
time P0h0 j D0 we consider a uniform distribution P0h0  0 j D0  P0h0  1
j D0  0:5. Finally, suspecting the strong dependence between the non-ob-
servable and the observable process we assign the conditional probability
distribution shown in Table 5. With these initial probabilities, the negative of
the log of the likelihood function is ÿ log L  24103:597656, where
LY1; . . . ; YT  
YT
t1
X
Xt
P Yt j XtP Xt j Dtÿ1
 !
:
Table 3
Stationary probability distributions of the observable process
pY1 p
Y
2 p
Y
3 p
Y
4
0:367; 0:633 0:450; 0:550 0:617; 0:383 0:450; 0:550
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Fig. 3. Series of the relative frequencies p^WDi.
Table 4
Initial transition probability matrices
Ptht j htÿ1
Dec, Jan, Feb Mar, Apr, May Jun, Jul, Aug Sep, Oct, Nov
0:433 0:567
0:335 0:665
 
0:518 0:482
0:406 0:594
 
0:642 0:358
0:586 0:414
 
0:485 0:515
0:438 0:562
 
Table 5
Conditional probability distribution of the observable process
ht Yt
0 1
0 0.7 0.3
1 0.2 0.8
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Even though we have assigned the conditional probabilities in a descriptive
way, the use of the model allows us to obtain good estimations as we will show
in the following section.
4. Use of the model
4.1. Inference and forecast procedures
At each time t, inference and forecast processes can be split up in three main
phases, as follows:
(i) Forecast the state vector ht: determining the state vector at time t, given
the information available at time t ÿ 1; Ptht j Dtÿ1;
(ii) Forecast Yt: determining the signal process value in time t given the in-
formation available at time t ÿ 1; PtYt j Dtÿ1.
(iii) Infer the state vector ht: determining the state vector at time t, given the
information available at this time, Ptht j Dt;
The proposed dynamic graphical model allows us to develop the following
sequential algorithm.
Algorithm 1. Exact algorithm for inference and forecast.
Input: P0h0 j D0; Ptht j htÿ1 and PtYt j ht; 8t > 0.
OUTPUT: P0tht j Dtÿ1; P0tYt j Dtÿ1 and P0tht j Dt; 8t > 0.
Step 1. Set t  0.
Step 2. (Initial conditions) Infer the initial state h0 using the probability
distribution P0h0 j D0.
Step 3. Set t  t  1.
Step 4. (1-step forecast of the state vector ht):
P0tht j Dtÿ1 
Z
Ptht j htÿ1P0tÿ1htÿ1 j Dtÿ1 dhtÿ1:
Step 5. (1-step forecast of the signal vector Yt):
P0tYt j Dtÿ1 
Z
PtYt j htP0tht j Dtÿ1 dht:
Step 6. Observe Yt and make Dt  fDtÿ1;Ytg.
Step 7. (Inference of state vector ht):
P0tht j Dt  PtYt j htP0tht j Dtÿ1P0tYt j Dtÿ1 :
Step 8. Stop or go to Step 3.
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Proofs of Steps 4, 5 and 7 are immediately obtained using the independence
conditions encoded by the graphical structure.
It is important to emphasize the sequentiality of this algorithm. In each
time-point t, inference and forecast procedures use probability distributions
calculated at previous time and probability distributions known at current
time. These procedures are graphically represented in Figs. 4–6, where shaded
nodes indicate the observed information.
For each t, these graphs do not suitably represent the aforementioned se-
quentiality and propagation of evidence in the dynamic graphical model re-
quires to start from the beginning of the graph whenever a new time slice is
added. This approach is the cause of complexity augmentation and can be
avoided considering graphical transformations which simplify the graphical
D YY Y
q
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0
1
1
t-1
t-1
t
t
...
...
qq q
Fig. 4. Prior at t.
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t
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Fig. 5. One-step forecast.
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Fig. 6. Posterior at t.
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structure without varying the solution of the problem to be solved, as we show
in Section 5.
4.2. Example (continued)
To illustrate the proposed procedures we use the model to obtain estimations
of Ptht j htÿ1; 8t  1; . . . ; T and pYi ; i  1; 2; 3; 4. Once P0tht j Dtÿ1 and
P0tht j Dt are computed by the algorithm, we propose to calculate
P0T hTÿk j DT ; 816 k6 T to obtain a series of 100 360 probabilities based
on the information contained in DT . Using the independence statements en-
coded by the graphical structure, it is easy to see that:
P0T hTÿk j DT   P0TÿkhTÿk j DTÿk

X
hTÿk1
P0T hTÿk1 j DT  PTÿk1hTÿk1 j hTÿkP0Tÿk1hTÿk1 j DTÿk ;
which involves probabilities obtained in steps 4 and 7 at time T ÿ k and the
initial transition probability distribution. This probability is computed recur-
sively. Then, for each day i  1; . . . ; 360 we compute the average
P^ih  0 j DT   1
100
X99
t0
P0T hi360t  0 j DT ;
that is, the averaged probability that the day ith is high pressured. The
graphical representation of these values, shown in Fig. 7, exhibits constant
trend in every season.
360270180900
0,8
0,7
0,6
0,5
0,4
0,3
0,2
Fig. 7. Averaged probabilities series.
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The trend terms by season give us the estimations of the stationary proba-
bility distributions p^Xi , given data, which are shown in Table 6. In Table 7, we
show the stationary distributions p^Yi deduced from p^
X
i . These values estimate
the distributions in Table 3 and they can be used to predict in the long term.
For instance, p^Y1  0:405; 0:595 means that about a 40.5% of dry days in
winter is expected.
From these estimations we can express the following families of transition
probability distributions:
1ÿ ai ai
ai
1ÿai ai 1ÿ ai1ÿai ai
 
;
where 06 ai6 minf1; ai=1ÿ aig; ai  p^Xi 0. These transition matrices have
p^Xi as stationary distributions.
The goal is to obtain ai i  1; 2; 3; 4, which maximize the likelihood
function. The solution is shown in Table 8, with ÿ log L  23992:939453.
Table 8
Estimation of the transition probability matrices
P^tht j htÿ1
Dec, Jan, Feb Mar, Apr, May Jun, Jul, Aug Sep, Oct, Nov
0:553 0:447
0:232 0:768
 
0:564 0:436
0:343 0:657
 
0:738 0:262
0:485 0:515
 
0:562 0:438
0:347 0:653
 
Table 6
Estimation of the stationary distributions
p^X1 p^
X
2 p^
X
3 p^
X
4
(0.342, 0.658) (0.441, 0.559) (0.650, 0.350) (0.442, 0.558)
Table 7
Estimation of the stationary distributions
p^Y1 p^
Y
2 p^
Y
3 p^
Y
4
(0.405, 0.595) (0.465, 0.536) (0.590, 0.410) (0.465, 0.535)
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5. Goal-oriented graphical transformations
In practice, model construction is guided by specified goals. The model is a
way of capturing those important system features trying to obtain solutions to
specific questions previously proposed. The considered model must be under-
stood as a tool which makes easier the construction of inference and forecast
procedures over the system variables, using probability distributions. In a
graphical model, this is equivalent to establishing procedures based on infor-
mation in observed nodes which is propagated towards their neighbour nodes
by means of a propagation algorithm. Computational complexity of the al-
gorithm will depend on the graph topology.
We have considered sequentiality as a main feature in designing our infer-
ence and forecast procedure and, therefore, heuristic solutions can be avoided
(for instance, reducing and expanding the model considering a set of time
points referred to as the window in the model [5]; separating contemporary and
non-contemporary information by parametric decompositions [3]; etc). How-
ever, this sequentiality has not been conveniently expressed in the graphical
structure of the dynamic model.
One of the advantages of graphical modeling is that, once a graphi-
cal model has been developed to represent a system, the graphical structure
can be modified using several types of transformations which simplify its
solution without varying the results of the problem to be solved. We propose
to display in a few nodes (maybe one node) all information accumulated up
to a given time and, in this way, to simplify the graphical structure of the
model in order to make more flexible the information propagation to the
remaining nodes. This way of working is feasible because, once a particular
problem is identified (namely, either to infer or to forecast non-observable
components or to forecast the signal process) a solution can be computed
manipulating the model by a sequence of transformations. These transfor-
mations, both in the graphical structure and in the probability distributions,
keep the solution value and they are of five dierent types: node elimination,
node junction, arc elimination, arc reversal and marginalization, which is a
combination of arc reversal and node elimination. These are introduced in
the following lemmas.
5.1. Graphical transformations
Lemma 5.1.1 (Node elimination [10]). Let G  V;E be a DAG with a set of
observed nodes and let P U jW be a conditional probability of interest where
U  V and W  V. If a node a is not observed, it has no descendants and it does
not belong neither U nor W, it can be eliminated and the resultant graph
G0  V n a;E0 encodes the same conditional probability.
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In this transformation, arcs pointing at a are also eliminated. The inde-
pendence statements among the variables in G that remain in G0 are not
modified. This property also holds when applied to chain components (see
[1]).
Lemma 5.1.2 (Node junction [1]). Let G  V;E be a chain graph. A clique C
such that all its nodes have the same parents and the same children in V n C can be
replaced by a single node which represents the cross-product of its variables’
states.
This property also holds if chain graph is replaced by DAG and clique C by
a set of nodes C. This transformation does not modify the quantitative de-
scription given in the original model.
Lemma 5.1.3 (Arc elimination [1]). Let G  V;E be a DAG and let PU jW
be a conditional probability of interest where U  V and W  V. If a node a and
all its parents are observed, the resultant graph G0 after eliminating all the arcs
pointing at a encodes the same probability distribution.
If an undirected graph is considered, the property also holds if an arc be-
tween two nodes is eliminated when all its neighbors are observed.
Lemma 5.1.4 (Arc reversal [10]). Let G  V;E be a DAG with a set of observed
nodes and let P U jW be a conditional probability of interest where
U  V and W  V. Reversing an arc between two nodes a and b is allowed if
there is no directed path between them. Once the arc is reversed, the node a in-
herits the parents of b and the node b inherits the parents of a. The resultant
graph encodes the same conditional probability.
This property also holds when two adjacent chain components are consid-
ered.
Lemma 5.1.5 (Marginalization [10]). Let G  V;E be a DAG with a set of
observed nodes and let P U jW be a conditional probability of interest where
U  V and W  V. A non-observed node a 2 V n fU [Wg can be eliminated by
marginalization after the following graphical transformations: (i) obtaining an
ancestral order of the nodes of the subgraph Gchfag; (ii) reversing the arcs joining a
with its children using the ancestral order. The resultant graph encodes the same
conditional probability.
Analogously, if G is a chain graph the graphical transformation can be
applied being a a chain component and reversing the arcs simultaneously if
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some of its children has more than one parent in a. Details about graphical
transformations can be found in [1,10].
5.2. Transforming the graphical model
Procedures associated with graphical models in Figs. 4–6 can be similarly
obtained in graphical models depicted in Fig. 8(a)–(c), respectively.
For instance, let us consider the graph in Fig. 8(a) together with probabil-
ities Ptht j htÿ1 and P0tÿ1htÿ1 j Dtÿ1. From this graphical model we can ob-
tain the following conditional probability distribution:
P0tht j Dtÿ1 
Z
Ptht j htÿ1P0tÿ1htÿ1 j Dtÿ1dhtÿ1:
This formula coincides with that obtained in the 1-step forecast of the state
vector ht in Algorithm 1 (and associated with the graph in Fig. 4). The main
advantage in this new graphical model is that, whenever the 1-step forecast of
ht has to be considered, all available information can be summarized in a single
node Dtÿ1 and irrelevant nodes (as h0; . . . ; htÿ2) be suppressed.
Furthermore, it is possible to derive the above structures from the original
graph in a sequential manner, as depicted in Fig. 9. By induction on t, if a new
time-point t  1 is added, we can build a new graphical model using node
elimination and marginalization. This graphical model exactly captures step 4 in
Algorithm 1. On the other hand, marginalizing nodes ht and ht1 addresses the
graphical structure associated with step 5. Finally, arc reversal and node
junction allow to obtain the graphical representation of step 7 and the induc-
tion is complete.
Whenever goals of forecast and inference are clearly stated, all these se-
quentiality-based transformations simplify the complexity of inference and
prediction when considering both initial graphical model and classical proce-
dures of probability propagation.
D Yt-1 t
t
q
D
t-1
t-1 t
qq
D Yt-1 t
t
q
(b)(a) (c)
Fig. 8. (a) Prior at t. (b) One-step forecast. (c) Posterior at t.
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Fig. 9. Sequential structure of the inference and forecast algorithm.
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6. Conclusions
Dynamic graphical models allow us to model dynamic systems, described by
a series which is dependent on a state vector evolving according to a Mar-
kovian law, and to establish sequential algorithms for inference and forecast
procedures. This sequentiality, that is not represented in the original graph, can
be described by a modified graph obtained from sequential graphical trans-
formations which keep the solution of the problem to be solved.
In practice, conditional probability distributions depend on unknown pa-
rameters. It is possible to include these parameters into the set of variables
describing the system. This suggests to extend the graph adding new nodes
which stand for the parameters and to establish new dependence and inde-
pendence relationships. To establish sequential procedures for inference and
forecast is also possible in this extended model. This sequentiality turns out
represented graphically after suitable graphical transformations as those pro-
posed in Section 5.
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